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What is Harvey Milk Day?
In 2009, the State of California officially designated May 22 as “Harvey Milk Day.” Education
Code section 37222 says that “public schools and educational institutions are encouraged to
observe those days and to conduct suitable commemorative exercises . . . remembering the life
of Harvey Milk, recognizing his accomplishments, and familiarizing pupils with the contributions
he made to this state.” The 2011 FAIR Education Act (SB48) also requires social studies
curricula to include the contributions of LGBTQ+ people and people with disabilities.
As such, May 22nd is a day to learn not only about Harvey Milk, but also about the many other
extraordinary leaders in the LGBTQ+ community whose courageous work for queer and trans
liberation has inspired many. It is important to recognize the ways in which Harvey Milk has
become legible to LGBTQ+ movements as a white cis male politician, and work to balance
this with those important queer and trans figures who are less prominent - specifically,
people of color and transgender people.

How can we celebrate and learn on May 22?
★ Read and discuss Pride: The Story of Harvey Milk and the Rainbow
Flag with a critical lens:
○ Who did you see represented in the book? Who was missing?
○ What does a flag mean? What purpose does the rainbow flag have?
○ What parts of Harvey Milk’s story makes it memorable? (Hint: think
gender, race, class, assassination, political status, etc.)
○ Harvey Milk became a politician to change laws. What other ways do
people make change?
★ Learn about the Rainbow Flag
○
○
○

Make individual flags or a community flag.
What are you proud of? What values does your community share?
What do your colors represent?

★ Study Audre Lorde, Marsha P. Johnson, Silvia Rivera and others:

FOR YOUNGER STUDENTS:
★ Use the LGBTQ History Coloring Book or other
coloring sheets to study Audre Lourde, Marsha P.
Johnson, Sylvia Rivera, and other queer and trans
people of color.

FOR OLDER STUDENTS:
★ Watch and discuss 2 min VIDEO CLIP of Laverne
Cox discussing Marsha P. Johnson and Sylvia
Rivera’s role in the Stonewall Uprising
★ Make posters illustrating the lives and work of
Sylvia Rivera, Marsha P. Johnson, and Audre
Lorde to display around the classroom and school:
○

Poster Discussion Questions:
What visual symbols did the artist use in the
poster? Why were these particular symbols
used? What words or quotes did were used?
Why? What feelings surface when you see this
poster?

★ Write a letter to Marsha P. Johnson, Sylvia Rivera or Audre Lorde. What would you tell them
about the world today?
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